
Harris Tweed Loom Knitted Scarf
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Please do not copy or distribute this pattern in any manner or claim as your own. 

You may sell products made from this pattern but please credit the design to me (The Davet Homestead) and 
provide a link to my blog www.thedavethomestead.com. My photos may NOT be used, you must take your own 
photos of your finished products for your use. Please considering making scarves from this pattern and donating 
them to your local hospital, women’s shelter, homeless shelter, etc.

For a full video tutorial of this pattern: https://youtu.be/1h96CAE9ZNI
I suggest watching the full video before starting the project. 

**KEEP IN TOUCH** 
Website: www.thedavethomestead.com 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/thedavethomestead
Pinterest: https://www.pinterest.com/thedavethomestead 
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/thedavethomestead 
Twitter: https://twitter.com/davethomestead 
Ravelry: https://www.ravelry.com/people/TheDavetHomestead
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In this tutorial you will learn how to loom knit a scarf on a round loom from start to finish. The Harris Tweed 
pattern is a traditional needle knitting pattern that I converted to the knitting loom. It will not look exactly like the 
needle knit version, but just as beautiful. I just happen to use a Tweed yarn for the Harris Tweed pattern, I guess I 
had tweed on my mind. This scarf will match my Harris Tweed Hat (Hat YouTube link). 

This is a beginner tutorial that is great for your first loom knitting project or for advanced knitters. The final width 
of my scarf using this yarn on a 36 peg loom was about 6". Using different yarn, loom gauge, plus other differences 
will make the width different than mine. You can use a round or straight loom. You will use an even number of 
pegs from any size round or straight loom you’d like. If you would like to adjust the pattern, you can add/delete 
stitches in multiples of 4 from the center of the pattern. For example, you would add/delete one of the P2, K2 
repeats in rows 1-2 or 5-6.

*SUPPLIES NEEDED:
36 peg loom from a basic loom set, Darice Carryi Round Knitting Set (Amazon link or Amazon link) 
 or any rectangle, straight loom, etc
Loom hook & Yarn needle
Needle threader
Scissors
Yarn - You will need 2 skeins (3.5 oz each) and should have left overs
 2 strands of #4 worsted weight yarn or 1 strand of #5 chunky (or #6 super bulky) or any size yarn that works with 
 your loom gauge size
 I used Loops and Threads - Charisma Tweed - Blue: Amazon link  

*PRODUCT RECOMMENDATIONS:
My favorite basic loom set is the Darice Carryi Set: Amazon link  
Straight or rectangle loom: Amazon link
Another great knitting loom set: Amazon link
Knitting Board ergonomic knit hook: Amazon link
Stitch/row counter: Amazon link
Needle threader: Amazon link
Yarn winder (I have the Knit Picks brand): Amazon link
Chunky yarns I love: Serenity Chunky: Amazon link
 Loops and Threads Charisma: Amazon link    
 Bernat Softee Chunky: Amazon link

*KNIT STITCHES USED:
Ewrap knit stitch, Uwrap knit stitch, Purl stitch
K = Knit
P = Purl
UK = Uwrap Knit

*LINKS TO OTHER VIDEO TUTORIALS LISTED IN THIS VIDEO:
Purl stitch:  https://youtu.be/msdW2fbxSGI
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SCARF PATTERN
CAST-ON 
Cast on 16 pegs:
Place slip knot on the anchor peg. Ewrap pegs 16-1. Going back in the other direction, UWrap and knit off pegs 
1-16. 

SCARF BODY
Note: All knits in the body of the scarf use the Ewrap knit stitch unless stated otherwise
ALWAYS skip the first peg in the row
Rows 1-2: *P2, K2 repeat til last 3 pegs, P2, UK1
Rows 3-4: Knit
Rows 5-6: *P2, K2 repeat til last 3 pegs, P2, UK1
Rows 7-8: Purl, end row with UK1
Repeat rows 1-8 until desired length

Note: Finish off after rows 2 or 8 for the end to match the beginning rows.

After a few rows, take your slip knot off the anchor peg and push to the inside of your loom. Weave in tail, make 
a knot and weave in some more after you get about 10 inches or so of your scarf made or when you are finished.

As noted in the beginning, depending on the yarn you are using and other variables, your length may be different. 
Measure the scarf as you go until desired length.

If you run out of yarn, tie on more using any method you like.
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FINISHING/ BIND OFF
I used the basic flat panel bind off with a slight modification as shown in the video.

Step 1: Ewrap 2nd to last peg (peg 15) and knit off. Move loop on 2nd to last peg (peg 15) to the last peg (peg 16) 
and knit off. Move the loop from the last peg (peg16) over (to peg 15).

Step 2: modification: Ewrap last peg (peg 15) & 2nd to last peg (peg 14), knit off both. Move loop on 2nd to last peg 
(peg 14) to the last peg (peg 15) and knit off. Move the loop on last peg (peg 15) over (to peg 14).

Step 3: Ewrap 2nd to last peg and knit off. Move loop on 2nd to last peg to the last peg and knit off. Move the loop 
from the last peg over.

Repeat step 3 until you get about the center of the scarf and do step 2 once.
Then repeat step 3 until you get almost to the end and repeat step 2 once.
Finish off with step 3 until you have 1 loop left on the loom. Cut off the yarn and pull the loop on the loom through 
to finish the edge. Weave in the tail, knot and weave in more as shown in the video.
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DISCLAIMER: This document contains affiliate links. I make a small commission if you use those affiliate links, 
at no cost to you. This helps support my mission to give you great videos, blog post, projects and more. Thanks 
supporting me!
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